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Once we presume competence, the first steps toward
CONSTRUCTING COMPETENCE is to support full
participation in general education instruction based on Common
Core State Standards in the general education classroom.
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assumption to presume competence.
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Tip




Complete the first part of the form (what are gen.
ed. unit/lesson learning objectives, how will
lessons be taught, what assessments will be
used, what materials will be used) during 1 hour
of common planning time when gen. ed.
teachers are present
Complete the rest of the form outside of the
meeting – sped. teacher or Inclusion Facilitator
takes the lead and related service providers add
their information. Then share with whole team.

Finding Time for Planning








Put in master schedule before the beginning of
the school year
Put on IEP as “indirect” service or “consultation”
Use student teachers
Use arrival time and share bus coverage duties
Hire a roving sub to cover classroom teachers
Group 2 classes together 1 period per week and
release 1 teacher

Conclusion










General education teachers: Ask “How can this student
participate in my instruction?”
Special education teachers: Google is your friend!
Search for adapted materials to find what others have
created before creating your own. Just Google “Name of
Book or Topic + adapted materials.”
SLPs and OTs: Come into the classroom and provide
support for communication, sensory, and movement.
Parents: Ask for the syllabus ahead of time so that you
can preview the unit.
Administrators: Provide at least 1 hour of common
planning time for instructional planning each week.
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до свидания
Bonjour!

إلى اللقاء
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